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ALLIED TURN 5 Card Draw 
 
25 1 / Operation Lilliput  
 
Activate: SW HQ only. Logistic Value: 3 Conditions: May only activate US air and US/Australian ground units (an exception to  
the Allied HQ National Command rules). US Reservist Enter Combat: US ground units have their attack strength reduced by  
one for the duration of this Offensive.  
 
70 2 / Slim's Burma Offensive  
 
Activate: SEAC HQ only. Logistic Value: 6 Conditions: Only Commonwealth and Chinese units plus US air units may be  
activated. In addition, the Allied player receives the 7th Armored Brigade. Place this unit in any friendly in supply, Indian or  
Burmese port hex. If this condition cannot be met, the unit is permanently remove from the game.  
 
42 2 / WAR IN EUROPE  
 
Increase the War in Europe marker a number of spaces equal to the value associated with the year of the current game  
turn: 1942: 1 1943: 1 1944: 2 1945: 3  
 
55 3 / Operation Forager  
 
Activate: Any HQ. Logistic Value: 6 if US Central Pac HQ, for all others: 4 The Great Marianas Turkey Shoot: Japanese aircraft  
carrier naval units have their attack strength reduced by 2 for the duration of this Offensive. In addition, at the conclusion of  
the Offensive, one active Japanese air unit or an air unit in a battle hex (Allied Player's choice) loses one step, which may  
eliminate the air unit.  
 
57 2 / Axiom  
 
Activate: Any Commonwealth or Joint HQ. Logistic Value: 5 Conditions: Only Commonwealth and Chinese units plus US air  
units may be activated.  
 
62 3 / Operation King II  
 
Activate: Any HQ. Logistic Value: 8 if SW Pac HQ, for all others: 6 Conditions: may only be played as an event if at least one  
battle hex is declared in a Philippine hex.  
 
34 2 / Operation Culverin  
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Activate: Any Joint or Commonwealth HQ. Logistic Value: 4 Contions: Only Commonwealth units may be activated.  
 
FoQ  
 
29 2 / Operation Toenails  
 
Actiavte: Any HQ. Logistic Value: 4 Artillery Support: During all battles for this Offensive, the Allies receive a +1 die roll  
modifier during Ground combat. 
 
 

 
Allied GHQ 
 
Mandalay Mash proposed. 
 
 
Mr. LONG: Turn considerations 
 
PoW - We should be good on PoW with all the good stuff we have to play with.  
 
Mandalay, Myitkiana, Imphal, and Lae are within easy grasp. King II can give us a surprise one hex island invasion if the JP offer 
us a shot at something up the Solomons chani.  
 
Attu/Kiska - we need a 3 OC to retake it without telegraphing our intent. That means a 40%(?) chance of being intercepted. I 
suggest we pass on doing that until later in the turn and we have secured our primary goals. Edit - and our only 3 card is King II, 
which seems wasteful for just Attu.  
 
As to where we need to be at the end of the turn - that depends on where we commit our focus. If we go CBI, we ought to be 
knocking on Rangoon's door, with the proviso that we're probably going to be facing substantial JP reinforcements.  
 
If we go NG, then we should be in control of Lae, Madang, and Wewak.  
 
Edit - one sneaky idea to consider for end of turn. If we can push our way up the NG coast and get AZOI into the Bismarck Sea, 
we could use King II to drop an Army Corps on Ulithi for a cheap bomber base. And it would be difficult for the JP to see that 
coming since we're still going to be under ISR. This possibility does mean we should consider the NG route. 
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Commander Herman Speaks: CBI offensive...  
 
We can throw 36 factors against 18 with the +1 for Toenails, -2 for terrain, which assumes that they can get an air unit to nullify 
our airpower modifier. As long as we get a 1x result the Japanese army is eliminated, but we have a 20% chance of a .5x result. 
The more important die roll is what the JP army makes. A 1.5x kills two steps and a 2x kills three, so we should win the battle, 
but for an unknown cost. Whether we can exploit the attack depends on how much we are damaged.  
 
The follow up attack would be with Slim, that brings in the 7th Tank Bde. But our only full strength corps will be the 16th in 
Dacca. We also have Culverin.  
 
An alternate path might be to open with an attack in New Guinea using ANZAC for 5 activations with Culverin sending in the 3rd 
Aus Corps + [PM Bde] with Aus Air and CA Kent support for 4 activations to attack Lae (25 factors). We would use the last 
activation to send the 2nd Aus Corps to Darwin.  
 
This sets up a Darwin to India force shift on a 3OC Forager play. Then I think the CBI offensive can make more sense. The one 
issue is they will just send an air unit to Medan to block the move.  
 
The other alternative is to use Operation Forager as the opening card with ANZAC for 5 activations with basically a similar attack.  
 
The US XIth Corps and the 3rd Aus Corps attack Lae, the 1st Aus Corps moves to India, with the other 2 activations for air (Aus) 
and naval support (Kent).  
 
Then we shift to Slim in the CBI but now we have added a Corps and an Armor Bde to our forces there. 
 
INGOLDSBY: My Initial Strategy Thoughts 
 
The drawn hand heavily leans towards CBI operations. Agree that getting jump there can pay dividends, but it is not a direct 
path to gaining points in the scenario - it inhibits Team Japan point gains.  
 
To win, we will need to advance in one or more of the New Guinea / Solomons / Marshalls / Carolines / Marianas sectors. 
Especially if we will have to pass on the Aleutians this turn (as seems likely given cards).  
 
That said, I have no problem with transfer of an Aussie Corps to India on first play while the path is still free of Jpn AZOI. 
 
THORNSEN: After looking at the resources, I am with Dave. Let's hit the Japanese in Burma now and see how it goes. We can 
do maximum damage now, before the Japanese reinforce the position.  Disclaimer...I am not a fan of sending the 1st Aus corps 
to CBI. A 12-12 just does not contribute that much to the cause there.  
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Why not play Slim now to get the 7th brigade on the board (at Dacca) and attack with 7 units?  
 
Slim on SEAC for 7.  
7th armored brigade to Dacca. 
 
 
1. China Box - 14 AF LRB to Akyab, attack Rangoon. [A]  
2. 33rd Corps to Mandalay - [B].  
3. 4th Ind. to Mandalay - [B]  
4. CV Indomitable to 1907 attack Mandalya - [B]  
5. SEAC SR to Ledo, attack Mandalay - [B] 
6. 14th AF SR Jarhat attack Lashio - [C]  
7. 10AF LRB Dacca attack Lashio - [C]  
 
14th LRB is being sacrificed to deny Rangoon as a base of operations for the Japanese air units this turn, compelling them to 
battle at Long Range against either Mandalay or Lashio, and pinning their 28th army.  
 
The CV and SEAC air attacking Mandalay give up the +1drm as there is no US air, but this gets 20 air factors into the battle, 
enough to flip two Japanese air units on a x1 result. Both US air units attack Lashio to give a 50% chance of flipping the army 
there if the Japanese do not send air cover.  
 
We could swap the 14th SR and SEAC air, which gives only 19 factors attacking Mandalay, but a +1drm so on a 1/2 result we 
still flip an enemy air unit and have the +1drm in both battles.  
 
I would like to send the British 15th corps to Akyab, but then we have to activate one less air unit. I would probably save the 
naval activation and keep the CV available for later operations. 
 
Allies Turn 5: 1st Play 
 
Allies: Play Strategy card as Event  
 
#70: 2 / Slim's Burma Offensive  
Activate: SEAC HQ only. Logistic Value: 6 Conditions: Only Commonwealth and Chinese units plus US air units may be activated. 
In addition, the Allied player receives the 7th Armored Brigade. Place this unit in any friendly in supply, Indian or Burmese port 
hex. If this condition cannot be met, the unit is permanently remove from the game.  
 
OC: 2 EC: 4  
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Message from Allies: Slim on SEAC for 7.  
 
7th armored brigade to Dacca.  
 
1. China Box - 14 AF LRB to Akyab, attack Rangoon. [A]  
 
2. 33rd Corps to Mandalay - [B].  
 
3. 4th Ind. to Mandalay - [B]  
 
4. CV Indomitable to 1907 attack Mandalay - [B]  
 
5. SEAC SR to Ledo, attack Mandalay - [B]  
 
6. 14th AF SR Jarhat attack Lashio - [C]  
 
7. 10AF LRB Dacca attack Lashio - [C]  
 
Over to the JP... 
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Battle Results: Mandalay Falls 
 
The track of the much-anticipated typhoon was such that allied forces were able to sneak in behind it and catch Japanese forces 
totally by surprise. Rumors are that the Rangoon Weather Bureau has been shipped off to jungle training camps where they will 
sharpen their forecasting skills.  
 
5AD at Rangoon managed to inflict a step loss on the Allied 14LRB.  
 
Japanese forces at Mandalay were pounded into oblivion by a combination of tactical air power and ground assault. No Allied 
casualties in return. A torpedo shot by a shadowing IJN sub missed the Indomitable, but did give the Japanese an extra card 
draw.  
 
Allied air sorties against the Japanese 15A at Lashio were ineffective without ground spotters.  
 
With no active defenders, PBM is over to the Allies.  
 
The situation after combat resolution is attached. 
 
Lashio... 
 
John please check, I believe we attacked Lashio with 13 factors, die roll was 2, with a +4 (+1 US Air, +3 Surprise attack) for a 
modified 6, scoring 13 hits.  
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PBM Allied Play 1 
 
Allies: PBM  
 
[14th LRB] to China Box  
 
14th SR to Jarhat  
 
10th LRB to Mandalay  
 
SEAC SR to Akyab  
 
CV Indomitable to Dacca 
 
 
INGOLDSBY: Looking Ahead 
 
Totally agree that our next play should consolidate Slim's gains and clear the Ledo Pocket. I expect an immediate reinforcement 
of Rangoon on their 1st play with the Korea Army plus moving in Air to Medan to block our strategic transport path from 
Australia to India. The loss of central Burma and isolation of Ledo is a void they can't ignore.  
 
With Ledo in hand, we'll have a China counter-play potential by building the Ledo Road or Imphal RR with an OC-3 (thus 
restoring the overland "Burma Raod" to China). That is our only response if they look to be moving for a China Event strategy 
(since we don't hold any China events in our hand). The -8 modifier for Burma Road OPEN effectively eliminates any chance for a 
China OC offensive since they only have 7 divisions in China at 1943 start.  
 
The fact they didn't Monsoon our opening makes it very likely they didn't hold a weather event card. With the submarine attack 
draw there is a ~5% chance they hold one now (if they didn't already).  
 
After we reduce Ledo and Myitkyina (with Axiom), I'd suggest our third card launch the New Guinea attack on Lae (Toenails from  
FOQ). 
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HERMAN: Some of my most recent thinking on this scenario 
 
Here is some of the thinking that I have done on this scenario fueled by a comment that Tom and others have made that they 
have not seen a successful defense of the CBI when the Japanese go all in.  
 
At its core the Japanese advantage is they can reinforce the CBI at will whereas we can only reinforce on the margins, such as 
the Darwin to Dacca 3OC move. The main impediment is the distance requires a 3OC and the Japanese ability to block the strait 
with an AZOI. My experiments with altering this are simple, you need a carrier in Koepang (or further west) to attack Medan 
each time you want to open up the strait. Also, if you do it right you only need to do this once per game.  
 
From my solo play there is an extreme way to do this and it is expensive, but if the JP are going all out in the CBI it makes 
sense. Basically if the JP cannot score any points in the CBI they will lose the scenario. So, as long as the Allies make PoW on 
game turn 5 and capture Attu, the extra energy can be used for this plan which takes three cards.  
 
On game turn 5 the Allies capture Koepang and shift ANZAC (two cards) into Darwin with the 3 Australian Corps. On game turn 6 
the CVL San Jacinto goes into Koepang when there are three Australian Corps at Darwin or Koepang (1st, 2nd, and 3rd). ANZAC 
HQ activates the stack on a 3OC, the CVL attacks Medan from hex 1713 and the three Aus Corps move into Dacca and Calcutta. 
This shift of six ground steps into the CBI is quite powerful.  
 
The follow on is now the Allies can at a minimum hold and at best can attack and capture Rangoon, then launch an offensive into 
French Indo-china. The other advantage is with the ANZAC HQ in Darwin the Allies can use this as a base to attack into the DEI 
resource hex base, or at least present that threat using the various non-US ground elements with USN support.  
 
I am not saying that we should do this, but I wanted to put it on the table.  
 
 
 
COLMENARES: At the same time the USN should be ready to pounce on the Marshalls if the Japanese withdraw too many forces 
(usually two US Marine divisions with overwhelming navy firepower - meaning +4 to the die - can land and take down a 
japanese army and still survive).  
 
At the same time the US Army is now charged with moving up New Guinea and those forces need to shift (meaning move XIV 
corps from Guadalcanal and I corps from Gili-Gili into Port Moresby) to blast the 18th Army into oblivion and threaten the 
possibility of NG points with a fourth port somewhere along Biak-Hollandia. 
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THORNSEN: I propose to do whatever has the chance to eliminate the most Japanese ground steps.  
 
When playing the Japanese, you never, ever have enough ground forces to do everything that you want to do. We eliminated 
50% of the Japanese ground forces in Burma with our opening attack. They HAVE to address this, as an OC3 on our part would 
likely capture Rangoon on our next play. Besides Korea, where will they get them?  
 
If they bring only one army (Korean) into Burma, then I would favor attacking there again, especially if the army in Rangoon 
moves out. They almost certainly bring in another army, maybe from Saigon to Rangoon by rail. Have to see how they deploy 
before considering another attack there.  
 
Axiom activates only Commonwealth and Chinese units, Culverin only Commonwealth units. These are both best used on SEAC 
for maximum effect. That leaves Forager and King II in New Guinea and we need to use Forager to set up an attack on Davao 
(Philippines) to use King II for the event. Toenails works in either area, but best if we can use it to make 2 ground attacks.  
 
I feel that we need at least 3 operations in New Guinea. Lae -> Madang -> Wewak. If we can get a 4th operation, maybe walk 
into Hollandia. 
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JAPANESE GHQ 
 
Initial Turn 5 Card Draw 
 
Commander STEIDL:  
Here is our opening hand. I'll try to underline any Rule v3.0 changes in the card text. For example, you'll notice that an EC China  
operation can now cause immediate surrender. (And you'll notice we drew a second one to go with our FO card. This could  
get interesting...)The Central Force bonus language has actually changed for clarity, but as this doesn't affect play,  
I did not bother to change it below. Also, this particular WIE card used to be a Major and is now a Minor.  
 
 
28 3/ Big Tokyo Express Operation: Battle of Cape Esperance  
Activation: Any HQ. Logistic Value: 4 Conditions: Only one ground unit (of any size) may be activated. Bonus:  
Place the Tokyo Express marker in any Japanese controlled hex. See Emergency Supply Routes for the use of this marker.  
 
 
56 3/ WAR IN EUROPE: Minor Axis Victory  
Decrease the War in Europe marker a number of spaces equal to the value associated with the year of the current game  
turn: 1942: 2 1943: 1 1944: No Effect 1945: No Effect Remove from play if used as an event.  
 
 
59 3/ Central Force: Conquest of Borneo  
Activation: South or South Seas HQs only. Logistic Value: 5 Paratroopers: Eliminate a Dutch regiment that is within extended  
range of an active Japanese air unit and not within an unneutralized Allied air ZOI, while immediately placing a Japanese  
control marker in the hex or place a Japanese control marker in any unoccupied hex that is within extended range of an  
active Japanese air unit and not within an unneutralized Allied air ZOI.  
 
 
32 3/ Operation I-Go: Air Offensive  
Activation: Any HQ. Logistic Value: 4 Conditions: Only air units may be activated. Air Shuttle: The Japanese gain a +1 die  
roll modification during air-naval combat if the battle is within 6 hexes of an inactive Japanese CV or CVL naval unit.  
 
 
42 3/ Ichi-Go: China Offensive  
Move the China marker one box to the left toward Government Collaped box. If moved into the Government Collapsed box,  
China surrenders immediately. Remove from play if use as an event.  
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70 1/ JN25 Code Change  
Intelligence: Intercept Draw one Strategy Card.  
 
 
24 1/ Submarine Attack  
Play during an offensive; at the end of all combat against any active Allied naval units or against any active Allied naval unit,  
if no battle hexes were declared during the Offensive. On a die roll of: 0-4: Allies lose one naval step (Japanese choice; can  
eliminate a unit). 5-9: No Effect. Draw one Strategy Card.  
 
 
26 2/ Chiang Kai-shek: Anti Communist Offensive  
Move the China marker one box to the left toward Government Collaped box. If moved into the Government Collapsed box,  
China surrenders immediately. Remove from play if use as an event. 
 
 

 
STEIDL: China OC or not... 
 
If we shoot everything we have a 30% chance of taking out China this turn, assuming they don't have a card of their own. 
Failure on the OC offensive will move the track one box right, which will make later success extremely unlikely.  
 
Another option is to play the FO card as our only China offensive this turn, and then put the other China EC into FO. (No OC 
offensive.) We might draw a third EC, and we could still make an OC attack in Turn 7 if the conditions are right. This approach 
keeps them guessing, and might even get them to use their EC (if they draw one) for something else.  I don't have a strong 
opinion here - just putting the options out there. 
 
KUUSI: With those cards, we really should be going for China. You can play any number of China ECs (this is same as before) 
and one OC attacker every two turns. So, we could run a 3 OC China attack this turn and still leave another shot for Turn 7. 
 
POPOFSKY: We have a great hand for:  
 
1. Counter-attacking hexes taken by Allies for PoW;  
2. Attacking into N India (2 very good offensives; 3 OCs to move forces)  
3. Countering Mark H's sure-to-be opening play of Toenails attack on Mandalay with s strong response as a variant on #2.  
 
Remember, Mark will start with #3. So, while we should preseve option to go after China, we'll be fixing our Burma position card 
1 while setting pacific defense. 
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Two variants:  
 
1. Reposition with S Seas (put something in 4022 - although 2-6 with naval move better later, Biak, Truk; pull out of Lae if 14th 
still there and and send that Army plus another in PI to Burma).  
 
2. Reposition with Combined Fleet (KOR to Burma; 18-12 to Truk; 9-12 to Biak; 9-12 to Attu; 2 others to Burma or, potentially, 
Eniwetok). 
 
 
STEIDL:...and because we have a couple of newer guys on the team, we can look at how to run the Mandalay operation from 
the Allied side.  
 
The choice of pinning Lashio with the Chinese or air is an interesting one. Air ensures 15A stays put and ends up OOS. The 
Chinese are a bid to grab an extra PoW hex, and give the JP a choice of whether to defend and become OOS or retreat and give 
up the hex - but remain in supply.  
 
Either way, assuming Toenails, there are 2 activations left. Interesting options include (1) use the Chinese to grab Myitkyina for 
PoW, with one air flying cover at Mandalay; (2) send 14AF + Warspite against Rangoon with a 50% chance to destroy 5AD; (3) 
send two air against Mandalay in hope that 5AD doesn't react (can't kill it at Mandalay) allowing +2 DRM , which increases the 
chance of killing two ground steps from 70 to 90%. I think (2) is a better choice than (3). The choice between (1) and (2) comes 
down to any concern about PoW for the turn based on cards. 
 
ALBERT: Since I’m new –- to the HQ, community, and game –- I’ll bite. In broad strokes, I’m sitting here curious about the 
following:  
 
1. What are we most worried about on the first turn of '43? 
After the Allied opening offensive . . . 
In general . . .    
 
2. What are we trying to set ourselves up for on the next two turns?    
 
3. Are there any pat moves that *have* to happen in a competitive game among experts? I play BKN a ton so I know what I 
have to do/look out for around Carentan and Caen on June 6th/7th to ensure the dike doesn’t break early. Are there EotS 
corollaries?    
 
4. Do we only respond/counterattack/protect? Or do we have offensive targets regardless of the Allied path of attack? 
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STEIDL: General Strategy 
 
Here’s an attempt at answering Jason Albert’s questions. I’m sure there are other answers and things I’ve left out, but this is a 
starting point.  
 
What are we most worried about on the first turn of '43? The meta game has changed in 3.0. The Allies no longer have 
the open shot at Eniwetok, which was viewed as obligatory by some players. Instead, they have a fairly obvious play at 
Mandalay with Toenails from FO, or a better card if they get lucky. They are trying to do as much damage as possible here to 
delay and weaken the inevitable JP offensive in the CBI. Because Mandalay will fall, Rangoon becomes a concern. It has to be 
held for supply and the activation bonus, which means it has to be reinforced before the Allies have a chance to play their second 
card. Protecting Saigon is also a consideration in the CBI, although less urgent than Rangoon. The Allies need to be able to get 
an AA there, with enough support to have a good shot at winning the air/naval combat. This is unlikely, as long as the JP has an 
air unit and a 9-12 there. A lesser garrison is risky, and no garrison is very risky.  
 
The Allied offensive focus will be in the Pacific. The single biggest risk there is Rabaul; that one hex is a 6 VP swing, so the JP 
must not give it up. This means keeping an 18-12 there, with air and naval support. It’s also good to put something in 4022 to 
prevent the Allies from landing there for free (no SR possible) and marching overland to Rabaul. Finally, the JP needs to ensure 
that the Allies don’t have an opportunity to strip air ZOI from Rabaul on a last card play of a turn. The resulting attrition of the 
army, coupled with a first card invasion on the next turn, can result in losing the hex. As long as there is a full-strength army 
there, an AA is prohibitively expensive.  
 
Other JP risk points in the Central Pacific include Truk – which needs a ground garrison to protect the HQ; the Marshalls – which 
do not have much ground strength; and the “bomber bases”, where one hex can net 3 VPs. The action on the first turn of the 
scenario will most often be in New Guinea, because the JP fleet in the Pacific still outguns the Allies at this point – although it’s a 
fragile balance. The Allies can ensure killing the 18A at Lae if they send two Corps plus the PM brigade. That die roll can be 
critical, because the JP can do anywhere from 0-3 steps in return damage. This was the interesting debate earlier on whether to 
withdraw that army to save the ground steps, or leave it there to make the Allies fight for progress of war.  
 
What are we trying to set ourselves up for on the next two turns? The JP needs to mobilize sufficient forces in the CBI to 
conduct an offensive there. The goal used to be capturing all of N. India. This seems somewhat less likely in 3.0 with the change 
in the supply rules and the infrastructure challenges, but that’s part of what we need to test here. The trick is to have sufficient 
forces in the CBI for success, without stripping too much air and ground from other theaters. The JP has the central position, so 
can better shuttle forces back and forth. Command issues also make it difficult for the Allies to share anything other than US air 
units between the theaters – although ground replacements are also multi-national .  
 
Are there any pat moves that *have* to happen in a competitive game among experts? Covering Rangoon if Mandalay 
falls; getting a garrison into Saigon and Truk before too much time passes; putting air in Medan, where it can be useful in the 
CBI while blocking Allied strategic movement between theaters. Reinforcing Attu/Kiska from Hakodate if it’s threatened. Not 
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leaving the home islands without a ZOI. EDIT: Forgot to mention the JP also wants to split up his fleet at Truk fairly early - and 
usually does it on a PBM to save a card. This allows coverage of the bomber bases, and also prevents a single LRB from pinning 
the whole fleet at Truk if the Allies happen to get out of ISR. The JP would also like to create a couple reaction stacks in the 
Pacific, usually something like a CA and a 9-12, in case they get out of ISR and can use them.  
 
Do we only respond/counterattack/protect? Or do we have offensive targets regardless of the Allied path of 
attack? The JP always needs to be going for N. India hexes. It’s not possible to win by playing totally defensively. (Similarly, the 
Allies must do some attacking in NG and the Pacific.) China is always a possibility, but is usually a long shot. Playing available EC 
China offensives will, however, generally force the Allies to play anything they have in return. 
 
KUUSI: As Mark mentioned, we do actually have a good position in CBI for attack. I realised only now how vulnerable the 
attacking forces actually are now with the infrastructure rules. With the 2.0 rules, all of their ground units would be in position to 
react to Mandalay, but now none of them are.  
 
Previously, I have thought that the Allied opening attack in CBI is not very good play, and now I think it is even worse. Allies 
now must either leave their armies in vulnerable position or spend second card in CBI (where they they can't hope to gain 
points, only delay Japanese point gains).  
 
The Akyab-Imphal-Ledo line is now quite a barrier until the strategic transport routes are built, so on whoever's side the fight is 
conducted has advantage of far better logistics. 
 
STEIDL: Antero's comments remind me of an interesting problem that new players tend to have. There is often a tendency to 
play defensively based on fear (real or imagined) of what the other player can do to you. In the current situation, the Allies are 
in a risky, exposed position after their recent attack. In more general terms, the JP is normally playing defensively in the Pacific 
and offensively in the CBI. For the AP it's the opposite.  
 
Because tempo is important, and operations (cards + battle hexes) are a resource to be optimized, it's very important not to 
spend too many cards on things that are not moving you toward victory points in your offensive theater.  
 
This is the underlying concept behind everything that Antero is talking about above. 
 
Commentary for new folks following the details: We'll want to keep an air (and eventually ground) garrison at Saigon to protect 
the HQ. 23AF is well-positioned at Soerabaja to cover that section of the perimeter. And Tainan is a good spot for 22AF; the 
combination of that unit and the CV at Kure ensures that the Allies cannot cut our LOC from the home islands with the sneaky 
placement of a couple CVs. While very unlikely with the current US naval forces available, it's good when playing Japan to just be 
in the habit of protecting that LOC at all times. We'll be able to move 4AD out of Tokyo at some point, as long as we keep the CV 
or a reinforcement air at Kure. 
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Turn 5: Japan 1st play 
 
The Japanese move:  
 
WiE Minor on CFHQ for 6 (Army):  
 
1. KOR from Seoul to Rangoon  
 
2. 4AD from Peiping to Medan  
 
3. ED Army from Tokyo to Truk  
 
4. 38 Army from Saigon to 2108  
 
5. [37A] from Tarakan to Biak  
 
6. 2AD from Peiping to Miri  
 
No combat - over to you. Since Tom is posting a CB file, and I use Vassal, I will go ahead and post a vsav regularly. 
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Allied GHQ 
 
LONG: The argument for Lae 
 
We forced Japan to react to us by attacking where they are weak. That was the point, and it worked really well. The CBI, while 
not on lockdown, is probably two cards away from seeing them make inroads against us.  
 
We should take this moment to create another weak spot and force them to respond to that. And that spot is Lae. If we kill the 
18-12 there, New Guinea is wide open, and they'll have to spend another big card to send in scarce units to prevent us from 
snapping up free bases. In fact, I would consider upping the ante at Lae and guarantee killing the JP army. Send in the US and 
Aussie 22-12s AND the PM Bde to do 2 steps, cover the attack with the CA, and backfill PM with an Army Corps from Gili-Gili or 
the 'Canal. They will have to cover up, or we take an easy Madang and Wewak is next on the hit list.  
 
Then, once they have wasted another tempo responding to us, we hit them with Axiom, and clean up the Lashio Pocket, while 
taking a shot at the air in Rangoon.  
 
 
HERMAN: Lae vs Lashio: I had not had a chance to look at an updated map, but once I did it looks like we should finish off the 
15th before they send three armies crashing into our position. My expectation is they have a decent 3OC offensive in their hand 
and this is when we would see it.  
 
My thoughts on timing are, Lashio now, Lae next as they will not stop after one offensive move in this theater, so its game on in 
the CBI.  
 
Agree? In either case lets see a Lashio offensive to finish off the 15th Army, capture Myitkyina, and set our defenses in Akyab 
and Mandalay.  
 
Disagree? Post a Lae offensive and we can discuss... lets try and post by this evening, I like one day turnarounds and they 
posted their move yesterday.  
 
THORNSEN: Lashio: We need to capture both Myitkyina and Lashio to deny those bases to Japanese air attacks. Even OOS, the 
Japanese could still stage air units to those bases to support attacks. Plus, the capture of Lashio allows us to react through that 
hex to a battle in Mandalay, so they need to play an OC3 as the event to create multiple battle hexes to keep us from reacting 
into the Mandalay battle from that area.  Edit: Note that a successful Japanese attack on Mandalay opens a gap in our line, since 
we have no unit in Imphal. Depending on how things develop, we may need to keep that WiE event card in reserve to adjust our 
defense again.  Operation Culverin is limited to Commonwealth units only. I'm thinking we might want to use that event late in 
the turn on ANZAC to set up Mark's reinforcement of CBI from Darwin... 
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Allies Turn 5: 2ndt Play 
 
Rumble in the Jungle 
 
Allies: Play Strategy card as Event  
 
#57: 2 / Axiom  
 
Activate: Any Commonwealth or Joint HQ. Logistic Value: 5 Conditions: Only Commonwealth and Chinese units plus US air units 
may be activated.  
 
OC: 2 EC: 4  
 
Message from Allies: SEAC for 6 Activations:  
 
1 - Ledo, Ch 5th Army to Myitkyina  
 
2 - Mandalay, Ind 4th corps to Lashio, battle A  
 
3 - Ledo, [Ind 1st Corps] to Lashio , battle A  
 
4 - China Air Box, [14th AF LRB] to Ledo (via Jarhat) attack Lashio, battle A  
 
5 - Dacca, Br 15th Corps to Akyab  
 
6 - Dacca, Br 7th Armor Bde to Akyab 
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Lashio falls 
...with no ground casualties for the Allies. However, the [22AF] and 27AF combine to take out the [14LRB].  Since no Allied PBM 
is possible, we'll be back later with both our PBM and next card play. 
 
Japanese PBM 
27AF to Saigon; [22AF] to Tainan 
 
Allied GHQ 
 
LONG: We're up 4-0 in CBI ground steps. Editorial Comment: WOW.  I'd say that's a giant win for us. 
 
NOTE: HERMAN attributes this to “the Dolan factor” (some dude in New Jersey on Team Allied that dice gods like) 
 
COLMENARES: Congratulations on the Lashio offensive. While we have smashed their armies their Air Force remains intact so 
we must be vigilant. That powerful Air Force is their trump card to restoring their fortunes in the CBI.  Note that the Burma road 
is not open yet so a China offensive is not out of the question since we have no air in the box (I think, it was 14 LRB that was 
there correct?) 
 
JAPANESE GHQ 
 
KUUSI: CHINA!: for the next card, I would go for China OC. If we do manage to knock the level down, Allies are potentially in 
trouble. I-Go is probably that card to use for that (it's not very useful as an event). 
POPOFSKY: CBI!: whatever group feels; other options is shift more force to CBI to position for a 3 army assault on Akyab w/ 
appropriate pins. 
VIGNUZZI: CHINA!: I'd go for the China OC right away - if they play a 3OC to build the road, we go from a -4 modifier to a -8 
modifier, so this is the last real chance. 
STEIDL: CHINA!: I'm good with a China OC off I-Go. Let's see what happens. 
 
Japanese Turn 5: 2nd Play 
JP 5-2 China OC Offensive 
The Japanese attempt to take advantage of missing US air support in China, but can't quite pull it off.  
 
NOTE: JAPANESE Booof’d the roll on a “9”….and wept accordingly. At Allied GHQ, Herman mutters, “They dice love 
no-one…except Brother Dolan”. 
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Allied GHQ 
 
THORNSEN: LAE! 
 
I agree with Kevin and endorse most of his operation (LAE!). The 3 Ground units adjacent to Lae all attack to ensure the 
destruction of the Japanese army. The CA Kent sorties to Lae to prevent the Japanese from reacting with any ground units to the 
battle. The 3NZ division is ANZACs 5th activation to make an uncontested landing on Nauru. Note that we need to base an air 
unit at Buna or Gili-Gili to secure a supply line from ANZAC to Nauru.  
 
I like to be conservative in New Guinea early in this scenario. Let's be sure of eliminating the Japanese army at Lae and see if 
our ground troops get bloodied.  
 
Our successful operations in Burma put us in position to open the Burma road with the play of an OC3 card, which would reduce 
the Japanese China offensive die roll by another -4. Their attempt at the offensive now would indicate that they do not have the 
resources necessary to shut down the Burma road AND conduct a China offensive this turn. I suspect they will attempt to drive 
down the coast with an offensive to capture Akyab. This will be risky unless they first capture Mandalay to secure the right flank 
of their offensive.  
 
With v3.0 rules, we can get both air units in Dutch Harbor to the turn track with an Army operation by CPAC HQ using 2 
activations. We want to keep that in mind for Forager, or maybe Lilliput. 
 
Burma shave 
 
Something to consider...  
 
If I am with the Japanese HQ, I would be looking to mount a big attack on Akyab. If it is successful, and the allied defenders are 
wiped out, then there are no allied ground units capable of reaching Dacca in a single card play.  
 
One possible allied counter play is to attack 2007 to cut those units off from Rangoon. So, the Japanese would need to bring in at 
least one more army to cover both 2007 and Rangoon to maintain supply to Akyab. This could turn into a real blood bath.  
 
They don't have enough ground units in the area right now to make that work, but if they ship in just one more ground unit we 
should consider a response. We do not have an intel card to guarantee a reaction and a surprise attack on their part could pose a 
real problem 
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American Turn 5: 3rd Play 
 
Allies: Play Strategy card as Event  
 
#29: 2 / Operation Toenails  
 
Actiavte: Any HQ. Logistic Value: 4 Artillery Support: During all battles for this Offensive, the Allies receive a +1 die roll modifier 
during Ground combat.  
 
OC: 2 EC: 4  
 
Message from Allies: ANZAC HQ for 5 Activations:  
 
1 - Buna, US XI Corps to Lae [Battle A]  
2,3 - Port Moresby, Aus 3 Corps & [PM Bde] to Lae [Join Battle A]  
4 - Townsville, Aus CA Kent to Lae [Join Battle A]  
5 - Noumea: 3rd NZ Div to Nauru via AA (1/4 ASP) 
 
 
Japanese Reaction 
IJN responds at Lae with Yamato, Hiei, Shokaku and Takao, eliminating the Allied covering forces. In ground fighting, the 
Japanese 18A is destroyed, while getting a 1x result in return that will eliminate 1 Allied step.  
 
Back (no later than tomorrow morning) with damage allocation and PBM. 
 
Japanese PBM 
Reduce XI Corps at Lae  
Yamato and Shokaku to Palau 
Takao to Ulithi 
Hiei to Saipan 
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American GHQ 
 
HERMAN: Attack went well, we only lost one step to their two. So far our ground attrition numbers are going in the right 
direction. If they try and muster up a big attack in the CBI, we should be able to move quickly in the Pacific. 
 
Note that the PBM was used to cover the ports that would give us VP for having a base within 11 hexes of Japan. That means our 
invasions will need escorts for these important hexes.  
 
COLMENARES: It also helps that their naval strength is now spread out and not easy to pin down, though slightly more difficult 
to concentrate for an attack.  
 
JAPANESE GHQ 
 
POPOFSKY: Respect 4022: We should land something in 4022 soon. 
 
STEIDL: Yes, 4022: Yes, it would be good to do an overview of broader strategy before next card play. Going for a 40% shot to 
take China out this turn was worth it, especially with no penalty for failure. Given it didn't work, we should review overall China 
strategy in the context of the two cards that might be available for consolidation moves.  
 
As you point out, we should look closely at consolidations in the Pacific that will slow them down - and the timing on those - 
since they will probably grab 4022 next card if we don't defend it. 
 
VIGNUZZI: More 4022 Love: Yes - as much as the two China cards seem to call us to try to push it closer, it is so much harder 
to succeed. I'll look at the odds based on cards, but unless we can block the path to China AND not pull any more troops from 
China, we really don't have a great chance so using the China cards as OCs seems like a better option.  
 
Can we defend 4022 with an SN Bde? I'd prefer to do a naval move and set up the SN/CA combinations and we can shift several 
units around. If all we want is the ability to create a battle, a 2-6 is fine. If we want to make it impregnable, then a 9-12 is 
mandatory. 
	  
POPOFSKY: And still more 4022 love: We can send the Saipan army to 4022 as well; I often do that first card rather than 
Biak. An alternative. Yep. The Tawara or New Georgia Unit can work. but don't we want to move more force up to the CBI to set 
up next card attack on Akyab? We need CBI points to win.  I prefer sending the 9-12 and doing an army move. This is not a turn 
the Allies take a chance with the USN; so we have time to set up reaction forces and we need to wrest the initiative. 
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KUUSI: CHINA! I would not be that hasty in abandoning China. The threat has value regardless of whether we succeed or not 
as pushing the level down is a constant threat to Allies. There's still one China Offensive in the deck and Allies can't discount the 
threat. We want Allies to concentrate in CBI and pushing China one step from surrender is a good way to do it. Just looking at 
your own side and whether we can complete the conquest or not is a serious mistake. You also need to consider what it forces 
your opponent to do and that supports playing China cards as events. Though we can play the FOQ card this turn and save the 
second card for the next turn to keep up the card count for next turn.  
 
In fact, I would play the China Card from FOQ right now. We don't have anything urgent to do and playing it would give a pause 
to Allies from their Pacific thinking. 
 
STEIDL: But what of Rabaul & 4022? Thanks, Kuusi. Your point about the mind game in general is well taken; I wonder 
though, how a China offensive at this particular point will distract them. Even if they are worried that we might have a second 
card, they know it's improbable we would have a third. If they have a card of their own, there is no urgent pressure to play it 
until we play our second. And I'm not sure I would want to play two cards on China to force one of theirs.  
 
I'm even more interested in understanding your thoughts around Rabaul and why you aren't concerned about them getting a 
toehold at 4022 - which they could do on their next card.  
 
In thinking about overall card play this turn, we've got the WIE card that may need to be saved until last, and timing on the 
draw for the JN25 will depend on them. That leaves us with the two China cards and two normal ECs.  
 
Using China cards for operations allows us to use both ECs for CBI offensives. Otherwise we only get one CBI offensive.  
So I see two basic questions here. (1) Whether there is a need to defend 4022 - where I'm very curious to hear your logic for not 
defending it; (2) whether it's worth trading in the fear factor over China to get an extra offensive in the CBI this turn.  
Thoughts? 
 
KUUSI: 4022 is Noise: I usually don't much care if Allies land at 4022. Japanese can reinforce Rabaul easier and cheaper than 
Allies can reinforce their landing and any large buildup in 4022 is horribly vulnerable to surprise bombardment. And anything 
that goes to 4022 is not threatening somewhere else, which usually simplifies the defensive arrangements a lot. Thus, I consider 
landing at 4022 usually a neutral as far as its effects for defense go. I don't think I've ever put a unit there in 1943 scenario.  
 
As for CBI, since it is not falling this turn, we are in no hurry there. We have plenty of time to finish it before the scenario ends 
and it matters little how fast we do it if it does not happen on the first turn (the first turn fall would give extra points due to India 
status). So, I don't see much need for the extra offensive in CBI.  
 
One note that I want to make: We really should put a card in FOQ. We don't want to give up the last play of next turn by 
spending all of our cards this turn. And the China Offensive is pretty useful card for that purpose with an eye to play it as an 
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event next turn. 
 
COLMENARES: Play tip: Also if you react out of the Hex your AZOI shifts... That may allow you to provide cover for 
reacting ground units to move through hexes they might otherwise not be able to. Related… 
 
YOPE: Another reason for activating units in the battle hex 
 
Also, the activated reaction units get to move in PBM.  
 
The whole activating reaction units in the battle hex is a nuance that I have still failed to properly appreciate. I am still very 
locked into the thought of getting extra combat units into the various battle hexes to try to protect the attacked units.  
 
The ability to affect the other players plans by moving out is a bit beyond my present game awareness and it bit me in the arse 
during my WBC game against Paul G. I set my evolving strategy based on certain assumptions and when he reacted out the 
target air unit, it couldn't be hurt like I wanted it to be. And then it was in a position to put other units out of supply. I never 
could work that situation back around within the remaining time and cards available.  
 
That is really a lack of game experience on my part. It takes getting your hand burnt to bring the lesson home.  
 
It is also the double edge sword of what makes this game so intriguing to me. It has some mechanisms that push me outside my 
"thinking" comfort zones. Like the above discussed reaction activations or the placement of attacking CVs such that units can't 
be activated. That one burns my buns a bit. Not too happy with the idea of it. 
 
Japanese Turn 5: 3rd Play 
 
China Offensive 
 
We'll play our FO card as EC. Chungking is threatened.  
 
Over to you... 
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American GHQ 
 
INGOLDSBY: RE Progress of War: 
Mandalay, Myitkyina, Lashio, Nauru, Lae   Think PoW is assured already this hand. Consolidating in Burma might be ok. We have 
Tempo advantage that we don't want to throw away.   Note: the 3rd NZ Division in Nauru will attrit at end of turn if we don't at 
least contest the Jp AZOI at Bougainville. Baka would be an ideal location to grab and position Marine Air Wing to open that 
pathway. 
 
Pacific Fleet Setup 
 
Proposal: #55 Operation Forager as event on Cent PAC HQ for 9 Activations: 
1,2 - Oahu, BB Miss & M Bde to Dutch Harbor (setup for 1-OP Liliput to retake Attu/Kiska) 
3 - Guadalcanal, 1 MAW to Gilli Gilli 
4 - Espiritu Santo, 2 MAW to Guadalcanal 
5 - Espiritu Santo, SF Bde to Woodlark via AA (2nd of 4 ASP) 
6,7 - Noumea, BB Washington & [CV Enterprise] to Darwin 
8 - Cairns, 1 M Div to Darwin 
9 - Unused OR BB N Carolina to Guadalcanal 
 

The Woodlark operation will fail if they succeed in roll for Special Reaction. If gamble succeeds then we PBM the 1 MAW to 
Woodlark and 3 NZ is saved from attrition. 
The Amphib Force created in Darwin threatens the DEI. 
Guadalcanal 2 M Div becomes Escorted AA threat as well.  This sets us up for multiple low OC plays and will get their attention. 
 
COLMENARES: Just placing the 1 MAW on Gili-Gili saves 3 NZ from attrition. There is no need to risk the SF brigade 
 
THORNSEN: Allied 5-4 
 
We have two pressing issues. First, our defense in CBI is not ideal, as a major Japanese operation that captures Akyab would 
threaten Dacca. Should that occur we would be compelled to attack toward Rangoon to put the Japanese forces in Akyab OOS, 
since we have no ground units capable of reaching Dacca in a single action. Second is that we have the loss of 1PW if we do not 
drive the Japanese from Attu before the end of the turn.  
 
The first could be addressed by using our WiE event as an OC2 on SEAC to activate the three Chinese armies.  
 
1. Chinese [6th army] Kunming to 2007.  
2. Chinese [66th army] Kunming to 2107.  
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3. Chinese 5th army Myitkyina to Ledo.  
 
The Japanese must first spend an operation to blast through the Chinese defensive line, where we might be able to react 
selectively and do more damage to their ground forces. The 5th army is now within 2MP of Dacca.  
 
The second is addressed by conducting a naval operation on CPAC HQ to shift forces to Dutch Harbor and attempt to advance in 
the Solomon Islands. Again, use the WiE event to activate CPAC HQ for a naval operation.  
 
1-2. Marine Brigade and BB Miss SR from Oahu to Dutch Harbor.  
3. 2MAW stages from Espiritu Santo to Gili-Gili via Guadalcanal.  
4. Special Forces Marine Brigade at Espiritu Santo AA vs Woodlark. 2/4 ASP  
5. 2nd Marine Division at Guadalcanal AA vs 4022. 3/4 ASP.  
 
The lower value OPs card reduces the chance of a successful Special Reaction roll to 50%, plus they then either need to use a 
reaction card or make another 50/50 roll to change the intel condition to intercept.  
 
The landing at 4022 cannot be contested, and gives us the option to activate the Marine division to march into Gasmata 
uncontested unless they put a unit there.  
 
For the students of the game, the Marine Air Wing unit can use its parenthetical movement range to move 4 hex legs to 
Guadalcanal then Gili-Gili, but it cannot then engage in combat. It is a necessary precursor to the AA vs Woodlark, since we have 
no air Zone of Influence to negate the Japanese air ZoI over that hex until we base an air unit there. As Kevin notes, we have to 
place an air ZoI over Woodlark before the end of the turn to secure an LOC from 3NZ division at Nauru to ANZAC HQ since that 
is the only HQ in theater that provides supply to commonwealth units. 
 
COLMENARES: I must be missing something. Placing an air unit in Gili-Gili plus the AZOI from Guadalcanal provides a LOC 10 
hexes long from Port Moresby to Nauru. Port Moresby to Gili-Gili (2 hexes). Then 7 hexes NE, then finally 1 hex north to Nauru 
(and vice versa).  
 
There's no need to invade Woodlark, Japanese air at Woodlark, Baka or New Georgia can't break the LOC. 
 
INGOLDSBY: Agree, not absolutely needed to invade Woodlark if we have MAW both in Gilli Gilli and Guadalcanal. 
 
HERMAN: OK, two good proposals... CBI, then CPac OR CPac, then CBI?  
 
THE MOB: CBI! 
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American Turn 5: 4th Play 
 
Allies: Play Strategy card as Operations  
 
#42: 2 / WAR IN EUROPE  
 
Increase the War in Europe marker a number of spaces equal to the value associated with the year of the current game turn: 
1942: 1 1943: 1 1944: 2 1945: 3  
 
OC: 2 EC: 0  
 
Message from Allies: SEAC for 3 activations  
 
1. Kunming: Chinese [6th army] to 2007.  
 
2. Kunming: Chinese [66th army] to 2107.  
 
3. Lashio: 4th Indian Corps to Imphal.. 
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Japanese GHQ 
 
KUUSI: Allied move was pretty much equivalent to passing. I would continue with it and play our second China card into FOQ. 
We are then in position to play the rest of our cards in sequence of moves without stopping for anything else (which is why I like 
to do the early-to-mid turn pause for getting all other card plays out). Either Allies match our play into FOQ immediately or they 
face a problem of either not storing anything or giving us sequential plays.  
 
Anyway, WiE should be the last card we play in case Allies hold another card. 
 
MOB: Agree! 
 
Japanese Turn 5: 4th Play 
 
Japanese play card to FO 
 
American GHQ 
 
HERMAN: TWO OPTIONS: Just so I do not have to keep remembering where they were in the flow, here are two versions of a 
possible next move. Also note that we have Culverin which is also a 2OC if we want to go that way.  
 
CPAC HQ for a naval operation.  
 
1-2. Marine Brigade and BB Miss SR from Oahu to Dutch Harbor.  
 
3. 2MAW stages from Espiritu Santo to Gili-Gili via Guadalcanal.  
 
4. Special Forces Marine Brigade at Espiritu Santo AA vs Woodlark. 2/4 ASP  
 
5. 2nd Marine Division at Guadalcanal AA vs 4022. 3/4 ASP.  
 
#55 Operation Forager as event on Cent PAC HQ for 9 Activations:  
 
1,2 - Oahu, BB Miss & M Bde to Dutch Harbor (setup for 1-OP Liliput to retake Attu/Kiska)  
 
3 - Guadalcanal, 1 MAW to Gilli Gilli  
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4 - Espiritu Santo, 2 MAW to Guadalcanal  
 
5 - Espiritu Santo, SF Bde to Woodlark via AA (2nd of 4 ASP)  
 
6,7 - Noumea, BB Washington & [CV Enterprise] to Darwin  
 
8 - Cairns, 1 M Div to Darwin  
 
9 - Unused OR BB N Carolina to Guadalcanal 
 
LONG: Which card are we putting in the FOQ? King II? Since we're unlikely to be able to attack the PI this turn? 
 
THORNSEN: Playing out the turn 
 
We have four cards left. One for a CPAC Naval activation to deploy to Dutch Harbor and move a couple of navy units around in 
the Solomon Islands. If they do not respond to our force at Dutch Harbor we play the 1OC to invade, otherwise we play it to 
remove the two army air units from Dutch Harbor to the turn track and move a couple of army air units in the Solomon Islands.  
 
I would use Culverin as an OC2 for the first operation. That leaves us with the two big OC3 operations at the end. We might need 
one of them in Burma before the turn is out, otherwise we could use one on ANZAC to advance in New Guinea or set up for a 
redeploy of Aussie units to India.  
 
I agree that King II is the best candidate for the FOQ. 
 
LONG: Op. Chess Fork 
 
Culverin on CentPac for 5.  
 
1. Pearl Harbor: Marine Bde to Dutch Harbor.  
 
2. Pearl Harbor: BB Miss. to Dutch Harbor  
 
3. Cairns: 1st Marine XX to Darwin  
 
4. Noumea: [CV Enterprise] to Darwin  
 
5. Noumea: BB Wash. to Darwin.  
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Rationale: This sets up two 1 OC invasion forces. Attu in the north, and Koepang in the DEI. If they cover one, we go for the 
other.  
 
Then we can follow up with King II to FOQ as penultimate play, leaving Forager to make hay with at the time and place of our 
choosing. 
 
HERMAN: We went with Kevin's last articulation of Forager. It should give them some pause. By the way, note we have King II, 
that is going into the FoQ, but we should see if they give us an opening.  
 
I am thinking that depending on what they do we might go with Culverin as an event with the Australians capturing Madang and 
shuffling them around. 
 
American Turn 5: 5th Play 
 
Allies: Play Strategy card as Event  
 
#55: 3 / Operation Forager  
 
Activate: Any HQ. Logistic Value: 6 if US Central Pac HQ, for all others: 4 The Great Marianas Turkey Shoot: Japanese aircraft 
carrier naval units have their attack strength reduced by 2 for the duration of this Offensive. In addition, at the conclusion of the 
Offensive, one active Japanese air unit or an air unit in a battle hex (Allied Player's choice) loses one step, which may eliminate 
the air unit.  
 
OC: 3 EC: 5  
 
Message from Allies: Cent PAC HQ for 9 Activations:  
 
1,2. Oahu, BB Miss & M Bde to Dutch Harbor  
 
3. Espiritu Santo, SF Bde to Darwin via Strat Transport  
 
4. Espiritu Santo, 2 MAW to Gilli Gilli via Guadalcanal  
 
5,6,7,8. Noumea, BB Washington + BB NC + [CV Enterprise] + [CV Lexington] to Darwin  
 
9. G'canal, 2nd M Div to Darwin 
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Japanese GHQ 
 
BURD: Pearl Harbor - West 
 
Central Force on South Seas for 7 activations  
 
1 Shokaku from Palau to 3120 attack Darwin. Battle A 
2 Yamato from Palau attack Darwin. 
3 Takao from Ulithi attack Darwin. 
4 Hiei from Saipan attack Darwin. 
5 Zuiho from Truk to 3120 attack Darwin. 
6 (21 AF) from Rabaul moves to Koepang attack Darwin. 
7 (Aoba) from Rabaul attacks Cairns. Battle B.  
 
No idea if we want to take this risk. If we get a 1x result we sink both carriers. Even with a 1/2 result they'll need to do 
something with the carriers to prevent a followup attack. 
 
STEIDL: For the benefit of the new folks, they know we would like to go on the offensive in the CBI. By threatening both Attu 
and Saigon they expect we will be forced to play defensively instead. We need to look at the position carefully, and Ken's 
proposal is certainly an insteresting one. Folks should weigh in as you have time; I can't study it until tonight at the earliest.  
 
 
KUUSI: THE DARWIN BLAST: That move almost certainly means that they have a surprise attack card. BURD’s move is good 
one, but I would rather use CF HQ and Battle of Cape Esperance  
 
Battle of Cape Esperance for 7 activations  
 
Shokaku from Palau to 3120 attack Darwin. Battle A 
Yamato from Palau attack Darwin. 
Takao from Ulithi attack Darwin. 
Hiei from Saipan attack Darwin. 
Zuiho from Truk to 3120 attack Darwin. 
(22 AF) from Tainan moves to Koepang attack Darwin. 
Nachi from Truk attacks Cairns. Battle B. 
 
 
POPOFSKY: I'd rather send a 9-12 to Attu and some ground unit to Saigon and use the card to set up CBI attack. We hold a 
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JN25 and they don't know it and might doubt it if we do an army play. The attack is high risk and, of course, high reward; but if 
we lose it, the downside is uglier. 
 
KUUSI: The problem with the army move is that sending a 9-12 to Attu requires using CF HQ. And we would like to use South 
HQ for reinforcing CBI and garrisoning Saigon. I was first trying to come up with an option of doing those moves (using the 
Central Force) and the attack would've followed. But I could not come up with any sensible army move sequence. 
 
POPOFSKY: If Army: 
 
Do with CFHQ  
 
1. Hakkodate army AA's to Attu  
 
2. Can AA Army from Manila to SW of Rangoon, putting it on the Kwai RR and thus in the action.  
 
3. Can send Saipan 9-12 to Saigon  
 
4. Can send 1AD from Tokyo to Manila  
 
That's pretty useful, even if last 2 activations not so useful.  
 
Not they may take a shot at Sarong 
 
That works for me, Mark. I would be inclined to send the Davao air to Tarakan to make sure they don't get a free grab of 
Balikpapan with the SF Brigade. We can put an air reinforcement in NG eventually. 
 
STEIDL: Variations? 
 
I was thinking about Sarong. They may need a second card to get air cover in there if we manage to PBM air to Vogelkop to shut 
down the replacement option. (Although they have no air casualties to speak of yet, which is another consideration.) I do think 
it's most likely they have a 1 to play here - with or without surprise won't make much difference. They could grab both Koepang 
and Kendari as an alternative if they want to go for VPs through resource hexes.  
 
Does anyone have suggestions for additional activations? There are two open slots in Mark's proposal, although we certainly 
don't have to use them. 
 
POPOFSKY: Shifting air from Miri to Tarakan covers 3 resources rather than 2.  
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Would like to know what Antero thinks of this army option.  
 
I don't mind taking a shot at Drawin, but I think it is very long odds to be helpful. 
 
STEIDL: Last Activation 
 
It would be good to hear from others since this is a major decision.  
 
On an Army move, Miri to Tarakan is a tough trade-off. It puts the unit one leg further from the CBI, but covers Balikpapan so 
they can't grab it for free.  
 
The other potential activation is the army at Davao. This is an opportunity to send it to the CBI, NG or Manila.  
 
If there is a strong feeling to throw the dice at Darwin, I will certainly be willing to do that. I just wouldn't take those odds 
myself unless we were down to the end in a losing position and had a 1/8 chance to pull out a victory. 
 
POPOFSKY: Revised 
 
Davao army to Manila works for me. Means we can move 1st AD to Lyete  
 
So revised move:  
 
1. Hakkodate army AA's to Attu  
 
2. Can AA Army from Manila to SW of Rangoon, putting it on the Kwai RR and thus in the CBI action.  
 
3. Can send Saipan 9-12 to Saigon  
 
4. Can send 1AD from Tokyo to Lyete  
 
5. Davao Army to Manila.  
 
6. [Finally, could send Davao air to Balikpapkan or Tarakan, as air in Lyete gives us AZOI over Davao; Hollandia another idea] 
 
STEIDL: That works for me, Mark. I would be inclined to send the Davao air to Tarakan to make sure they don't get a free grab 
of Balikpapan with the SF Brigade. We can put an air reinforcement in NG eventually.  
 
Would love to hear from anyone else 
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KUUSI: The Davo air should go to Tarakan. It covers Balikpapan and Jolo from there, both important locations. 
 
STEIDL: We end up with the 1AD at Leyte and the Davao air at Tarakan. At that point every port is covered with a ZOI. I will 
post the move when I get a little time today. 
 
 
Japanese Turn 5: 5th Play 
 
#28: 3/ Big Tokyo Express Operation: Battle of Cape Esperance 
Activation: Any HQ. Logistic Value: 4 Conditions: Only one ground unit (of any size) may be activated. 
Bonus: Place the Tokyo Express marker in any Japanese controlled hex. See Emergency Supply Routes for the use of this 
marker.  
 
OC: 5 EC: 7  
 
Message from Japanese: Play as OC on CF for 6 Army activations: 
1. Hakodate: [27A] to Attu (1/7) 
2. Tokyo: 1AD to Leyte 
3. Manila: 14A to 2109 (3/7) 
4. Saipan: [31A] to Saigon 
5. Davao: 35A to Manila 
6. Davao: 8AD to Tarakan 
 
 
No combat. 
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American GHQ 
 
Herman: Koepang... 
 
We have three votes for Koepang, so here is the operation...  
 
Lilliput (as OPs) on SWPac for 3.  
 
1-3: Darwin: [CV Enterprise]+ BB North Carolina + Marine SF to Koepang. (2/4 ASPs). No battles.  
 
Good to go?  
 
Thornsen: I don't like the Koepang operation and I will try to explain my reasoning.  
 
The USA is a bit too close to the enemy for comfort at this point. Koepang is within 3 hexes of Darwin, so normal range for the 
Japanese air fleets. Fortunately the Japanese forces are dispersed, so no one HQ is capable of activating enough big naval units 
to attack in killer strength.  
 
But, if we conduct this operation, and they successfully get the special reaction roll and the intel roll, then the two air fleets in 
the DEI can attack our force. They will have 26 factors to our 24 factors. We need to do MORE hits on them than they do to us to 
win the air/naval battle for a successful landing. If we fail, then those 2 air fleets can PBM to within range of Combined Fleet HQ 
or South Seas HQ and support an IJN naval assault on Darwin.  
 
The situation is even more desperate if they manage to damage our BB unit in the failed invasion, as our defense strength will be 
down. If WE are successful at changing the intel condition to intercept, we can send some army air to support our defense and 
probably save our carriers, but it is still a risky operation.  
 
My preference is to play King II to the FOQ and await developments. 
 
de Brestian: The longer we wait, the greater the chance we lose the opportunity. We should maintain the initiative.  
 
They need to both get special reaction and interception, which is unlikely. And it's not like it's going to get any easier.  
 
Once we're ensconced in Koepang, we can move the fleet. 
 
Ingoldsby: There is a "play it safe" alternative Liliput 1OP...  
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We land the 2 Marine Division at 2822 and they can't react at all. The hex is outside of Jp AZOI so it doesn't even need an 
escort. That would give us two other Navy activations to play with. Maybe move a BB & CV from Darwin to Cairns to make the 
1st Marine Division invasion-capable for early next turn action.  
 
On a subsequent op - we march the Marines overland into Koepang. Not the most efficient use of activations, but definitely SAFE 
from losing part of the fleet. 
 
Thornsen: Ingoldsby - that is insanely clever. I like it! The Japanese either send a unit to Koepang, or we walk into it. At least 
that is the threat. While it might prompt a Japanese air/naval attack on Darwin to hit our CV/BB there, anything that distracts 
them from operations in the CBI should be considered. 
 
Herman: Koepang now or Ingoldsby’s landing on the east end of the island? 
 
Thornsen:  
 
We're straining at a gnat here folks.  
 
We set up the invasion to go forward with Lilliput.  
 
Both true, but the discussion is interesting. We set up for the invasion of Koepang with our previous play, so the logical thing to 
do is execute it. I just want to point out the risks associated with it. I don't like it, but am not going to pout if we go ahead with 
it.  
 
I do like Kevin's idea of landing a ground unit (special forces, not the Marine Division!) adjacent to Koepang to put additional 
pressure on the Japanese without the risk of a battle. Frankly, I don't believe we will have the opportunity to march into 
Koepang this turn, maybe next turn. It serves to 'distract' the Japanese from Burma and maybe diverting a unit to Koepang.  
 
I do NOT like Mark's proposal. If we are going to run the risk of triggering a battle that allow the Japanese to react, we might as 
well simply run the operation to land at Koepang.  
 
Koepang now or Kevin's landing on the east end of the island.  
 
I prefer Kevin's landing, but am OK with the direct assault. (Yeah, I'm wishy-washy. Sometimes my decisions are based more on 
the condition of my digestive system than any line of reasoning.) 
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HERMAN: Time to vote? 
 
Operation Lilliput as an OC: SW Pac for 3 activations  
 
Darwin: 2nd Mar Division to hex 2822 via AA (2/4 ASP)  
 
Cairns: 1st Mar Div to Darwin via strategic movement  
 
G'canal: 1st MAW, no move, attack New Georgia.  
 
OR  
 
1OC: SW Pac for 3 activations  
 
Darwin: [CV Enterprise] + BB NC + 2nd Mar Div to Koepang  
 
Note: We get a +1drm to the air/naval battle if it occurs and on a 1x result that is not a critical hit they cannot sink the CV.  
 
Vote please?  
 
 
American Turn 5: 6th Play 
 
Allies: Play Strategy card as Operations  
 
#25: 1 / Operation Lilliput  
 
Activate: SW HQ only. Logistic Value: 3 Conditions: May only activate US air and US/Australian ground units (an exception to the 
Allied HQ National Command rules). US Reservist Enter Combat: US ground units have their attack strength reduced by one for 
the duration of this Offensive.  
 
OC: 2 EC: 4  
 
Message from Allies: SW Pac for 3 activations  
 
Darwin: [CV Enterprise] + BB NC + 2nd Mar Div to Koepang  
 
no battle? 
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Japanese: Allied Invasion Force Repulsed 
 
The Japanese 28AF managed to pick up early warning of the Allied invasion and were able to call in additional support from the 
elite 23AF based out of Java. (We made our SR roll and then played a JN25 to intercept, activating South HQ and the two units.)  
 
Combat was indecisive (two goose eggs), but with early nuisance raids hitting the invasion fleet only a couple of hours out of 
Darwin, Allied commanders realized that surprise was lost and made the decision to call off the operation. (Combat factor 
advantage goes to the Japanese at 26 to 24.)  
 
Japanese GHQ 
 
BURD: PBM: If we are thinking of hitting Darwin it would be better to get at least one if not both of the air units in range of the 
HQ executing the attack.  
 
They can move back to blocking positions after the attack on Darwin. 
 
KUUSI: Agreed, I would move both of them to Sarong for activation with the South Seas HQ 
 
STEIDL: If we PBM to Sarong, they should expect a Darwin attack. Is there any reason they wouldn't PBM the BB+CV to 
Wyndham? This would mean we'd need a 1x result in two combats to take out the CVs. At 16% odds, would you spend Central 
Force that way vs. a CBI offensive? Is there another angle? 
 
KUUSI: If they PBMed to Wyndham, we would need one 1x result and one 0.5x result (we can split our attack so that the 
attacks are worth 28 and 59). And our expected losses would go down.  
 
The two air units would considerably increase our total attacking force and also give us air superiority in the fight. That would 
further reduce our expected losses. So, the two units are in my opinion easily worth the chance that Allies PBM to Wyndham.  
 
However, we could try to spread them out if we don't want to stack them in one location. For example, sending 28 to Amobina 
and 23 to Morotai might look like more 
 
Japanese PBM: Japanese PBM is 23AF to Morotai and 28AF to Kendari. 
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American GHQ 
 
THORSEN: Derby for PBM? Not sure what they are planning, since Kendari is not within range of South Seas or Combined Fleet. 
Still, they can pack 56 factors into 4 units so best to split the USA at this time to make them win 2 battles.  
 
The PBM to Morotai hints that they are planning to attack the USN with their naval forces. Still, they could surprise me by 
attacking in Burma and sending an army air unit to Soerabaja. 
 
Allies: PBM: Message Invasion force returns to Derby, Australia 
 
 
STEIDL: Card update: they currently have two cards with nothing in FOQ. We are holding three playabe cards: 3/Central Force, 
3/Island Fortifications, and 3/WIE.  
 
I believe we can only take out the CVs on two 1x results, but folks should feel free to look more closely at that.  
 
Let's get a CBI option on the table as well. 
 
KUUSI: The position at the moment actually allows us to do an interesting attack: Central Force with South HQ for 7. Two 
activations to have 1 AD from Leyte and 7 AD from Sarong attack Lae (for 28 activations) while the remaining 5 activations are 
used to attack in CBI. The point with such an attack is that they can react either to the CBI attack or to Lae attack, but not both. 
So, we would likely get a free shot at their big ground stack.  
 
However, I would not do that just yet, but do first a prepatory advance in CBI:  
 
Island Fortifications as 3 OC with South HQ: 
Both armies from Rangoon to 2007, battle A 
Army from 2109 to 2007, battle A 
Army from Manila to Rangoon 
8 AD from Tarakan to Bangkok, joins battle A at long range  The 8 AD can PBM back to Bandjermasin, completing our air 
coverage in the DEI.   The move gets us enough firepower in CBI to punch through Akyab with the 5 activations we would have 
with the Central Force card, threatening cutting off most of CBI (which is, incidentally, one reason why I don't like to attack with 
Allies in CBI in 1943 Scenario, any successful attack leaves them usually in easily flanked position). 
 
BURD: The Island Fortification attack above has two issues. It is vulnerable to getting the 3 armies in 2007 being cut OoS if the 
Allies can take 2108. Plus Bandjermasin does not cover Tjilatjap. Not even mentioning the real possibility of losing the air unit in 
battle. 
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STEIDL: An interesting risk... 
 
They've already played four military events this turn in addition to Toenails. They could have another 3/EC in hand to go after 
2108, but the odds are pretty low.  
 
On the other hand, if they react with 3 ground and 1 air, they'll have 55 factors to our 54. (EDIT: This is wrong - see next 
message.) There may not be a lower risk way to do this; folks should see what you can come up with and I will look tonight as 
well.  
 
I assume Antero is thinking that we don't need to cover Tjilatjap with a ZOI, since we could put a ZOI in Soerabaja and render 
any forces they land in Tjilatjap OOS. 
 
Looking at Kuusi's plan, I realized that the lack of strat route at Imphal prevents the 4Ind from reaching the battle hex. They 
would have to substitute the 1Ind from Lashio, which would drop them to 47 factors. This is pretty risky for them as they trade 4 
steps to our 3 on a 1x/1x result, and have no offensive potential at that point.  
 
I'm liking this as a reasonable risk. If we follow it with Kuusi's CF fork play, things could get very interesting.  
 
POPOFSKY: Happy to attack in the CBI 
 
Note, though, we need air in Bandjermasin soon; they can land there or Bali and make life hard for us . . . Oooops, Antero just 
saw that.  
 
All good 
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Japanese Turn 5: 6th Play 
 
Play #31: 3/New Operation Plan: Island Fortifications as operations 
OC: 5 EC: 0  
 
Activate South for 5 
Rangoon: KorA and 28A to 2007 (Battle A) 
2109: 14A to 2007 (A) 
Manila: 35A to Rangoon 
Tarakan: 8AD to Bangkok, attack 2007 (A) 
 
 
American GHQ: 
 
 
HERMAN: We have one proposal... 
 
Reaction  
 
SEAC for 4 activations  
 
Hex 2108: [Chinese 66th army] to hex 2007, Battle A  
 
Myitkyina: [Chinese 5th army] to hex 2007, Battle A  
 
Maldive Is.: BB Warspite to hex 2007, battle A  
 
Jarhat: 14th AF SR to Akyab, attack hex 2007, battle A  
 
Note: Per Dave's note, this puts 12 ground into the battle and 20/air naval. On the other hand Francisco makes a good point, do 
we fight them here or wait?  
 
Good to go? Or is there another proposal out there along Francisco's points? 
 
 
LONG: Well, they have 84 defense factors spread among 6 steps.  
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If we send in the clans, we would have 20+16+16+3=55 factors and would wipe them out on a 6+. We have 7 steps for 84 
defense ourselves, and we would get wiped on a 7+, since they have the -1 for jungle.  
 
I don't have a problem going for the kill shot here, if you feel they're holding a weather card. I don't think they are, but then 
again, I didn't think they held one when we tried to invade Koepang either.  
 
Edit: actually we only wipe them on a 9, we kill 5 out of 6 steps on a 6. 
 
HERMAN: Which way do you lean? 
 
DOLAN: Fight now. Go with the above plan. 
 
THORNSEN: Note that the 4th Indian corps cannot reach this battle. The transport route at Kohima does not exist. The most we 
could add to this battle is one air unit (to deny them the +2drm) and 44 ground for a total of 47 ground factors.  
 
If the consensus is to fight now, then lets do it. We can add 44 factors of attack strength, so we leave them with a single 
reduced Korean army step on a 1.5x result. Even on a .5x result we flip two of the armies. If they get the 1.5x result...Oh well.  
 
SEAC HQ activates 4 units in reaction.  
1. British 15th corps Akyab to 2007. [A]  
2. British 33rd corps Mandalay to 2007. [A]  
3. Indian [1 corps] Lashio to 2007. [A]  
4. SEAC SR Akyab, no move, joins battle [A]. 
 
DOLAN: I like Tom's plan. Let's do this - and start looking for a live rooster to sacrifice. 
 
TAMBURO: I was thinking perhaps swap out the reduced IND Corps for the Armor?  
 
I think 43 ATTK and 47 ATTK behave basically the same in terms of what a 1.5X and a 2X will kill but the +1 DRM increases our 
odds of getting the desired result. 
 
THORNSEN: Joel makes a valid point. They have 42 x2 defense factors. Using the 7th armor instead of the reduced corps 
reduces us to 43 attack, but doubles our chance of a x2 which wipes them out. I'm game to try it. It also gives us an extra 'step', 
so even on a 1.5x result for them we should still have someone survive.  
 
So, replace 3. above with 7th armor Akyab to 2007. [A] 
 
DOLAN: Be not afraid the dice are ours.  [NOTE: Chancellor DOLAN can always be counted on to deliver a stern word to 
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strengthen the backbone of the resistance] 
 
American Reaction: 
 
Rumble in the Jungle 2... 
 
SEAC HQ activates 4 units in reaction  
 
1. British 15th corps Akyab to 2007. [A]  
 
2. 7th armor Akyab to 2007. [A]  
 
3. British 33rd corps Mandalay to 2007. [A]  
 
4. SEAC SR Akyab, no move, joins battle [A].  
 
A/N Battle  
 
J: 4 (extended range), 0  
 
A: 10, 0 J: 1 hit, no damage  
 
A: 5 hits, no damage  
 
Ground Battle  
 
J: 54, -1 drm  
 
A: 43, +1 drm  
 
J: 54, -1... die roll of 1 results in 27 hits, flipping both Allied British Corps  
 
A: 43, +1... die roll of 6 modified to a 7, 1.5x is still 65 hits, but the KOR army is eliminated and the 28th and 14th Armies are 
flipped and have to retreat back to Rangoon, where they are overstacked.  
 
Allies remove the Chinese [6th army] to the game turn track.  
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Mark  
 
PS: unit citation awarded to the 7th Armor Bde. 
 
Glorious victory... we lost one step, probably from the 33rd Corps, but we scored a 1.5x, due to the Armor Bde, and eliminated 
both JP armies. We are overstacked, so I am putting the Chinese army on the gt. 
 
INGOLDSBY: Our 65 hits flips all three (65-42 hits) and eliminates Kor (23-18 hits) leaving 5 hits unapplied...  
 
The GOOD news is they can only retreat back into Rangoon creating an Over-stack of 3 ground + 1 Air unit there. 
 

 
 
 
THORNSEN: DOLAN’S DA MON! Japanese have the Korean, 14th and 28th armies in the battle. A total of 54 attacking factors so 
they inflict 27 hits, enough to flip two of our full strength units. Obviously, we will choose to eliminate the Chinese army due to 
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over-stack. As we say in project management...this is a good problem to deal with.  
 
All hail Joel and adding the 7th armor to the battle! That +1drm was the difference as we inflict 65 hits! Flip all three armies for 
42 hits and eliminate the Korean army with 18 of the 23 remaining damage.  
 
Japanese survivors must retreat to Rangoon, where they are over-stacked!  
 
No PBM for us, leave the SEAC SR at Akyab. 
 
HERMAN: I am glad we decided to fight now, not because we won, although that was great, but because we had to fight this 
battle at some point, better two hexes from Dacca than adjacent to Dacca. 
 
THORNSEN: Stacking is evaluated at the conclusion of any strategy card play whether it was played as an offensive or event. 
No more than three friendly air and/or ground units (of any size) may be stacked in a hex. If there are overstacked units, the 
owning player removes the excess units, air units first, from play until the hex is within the stacking limits. If the units were in 
supply when so removed, they are placed on the game turn record track to be returned to play the turn after the next turn as 
reinforcements (which cannot be delayed).  
 
So the Japanese must remove 5AF to the turn track and it does not return until turn 7!  
 
I am glad we decided to fight now...  
 
This was a high risk/high reward defense. My feeling was that we would be able to fight three times, so my initial reaction was to 
conduct a delaying action here then a major battle for Akyab and whatever was left would defend Dacca against their last card.  
 
After seeing the rest of the Staff's input, I reconsidered. Why try to defend in Dacca where we get no TEM when the first two 
hexes are jungle with a -1drm to their attack? In addition, it is possible we would fail the intel die roll and not be able to respond 
at all to later attacks. In the final analysis we might as well put up a maximum defense at every step until the dam either holds 
or breaks. It held.  
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7th Armored Brigade in Burma 
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HERMAN: The 5th Ads 22 factors are out of the game until the last turn of the scenario. We now have air superiority in the CBI 
for a bit unless they bring more folks.  
 
Rangoon now has no air or naval cover, so we may consider hitting it with a massive strike.  
 
Op Culverin as a 2OC for 3 activations  
 
CV Indomitable, SEAC air and 14th AF SR for a total of 29 factors, no AZOI recon for the JP.  
 
OR we can use Culverin with SW Pac for 4 activations to invade somewhere in the DEI or Philippines.  
 
OR we can send King II to FoQ and use Culverin on our last play... OR  
 
Thoughts?  
 
THORNSEN: Japanese are REALLY hurting for ground steps at this point. We should make every effort to continue hitting ground 
units. If we achieve surprise and they cannot get air cover we have a good chance at eliminating another 2 ground steps. This 
pays big dividends on the last turn when we are on the offensive as they are already hard pressed to defend everything. 
 
Demoralized Japanese GHQ: 
 
POPOFSKY: That was ugly. Lesson - pin something . . . 
 
STEIDL: That was the luck of the die. Reverse the roll and we own N. India.   
We could have pinned Akyab and only moved 2 armies into battle - but we'd have to use an elite air unit for the pin. In that 
situation they ignore the ground and destroy the air.  
Mark also missed that we had 3 armies in the battle, so they lose two steps rather than one. 
 
PBM?Thoughts on leaving the 8AD in Bangkok vs. PBM to Bandjermasin? There are risks both ways.  
Their next move will likely be to attack Rangoon with air/naval in hopes that we can't react and they can pick up 3 more ground 
steps - which would be the game. 
 
KUUSI: No pinning was possible. It was an OC card. There was no better attack that we could've done.  
 
The 8 AD must go to Bandjermasin. There is no point to leave it in Bangkok where its doesn't reach Rangoon. 
 
PBM after debacle in the jungle: 8AD to Bandjermasin 
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American GHQ: 
 
INGOLDSBY: Taking Stock 
 
Key strategic questions:  
 
1 - Can we afford to leave our FOQ empty? 
2 - Are we over-focused on Burma in light of successes? 
3 - Turn 6 Reinforcements / Replacements - Jpn get 3 Air Units and have 2 Air Replacements available. Is there a key 
vulnerability in their current AZOI net that we can exploit before new air units plug those gaps? 
4 - Attrition calculus. We are way ahead on Jpn GROUND step attrition, but not as well on AIR/NAVAL 
 

Let's carefully consider the complete board position and our path to Turn 6 Reinforcements/Replacements before we converge on 
a quick follow-up play. We may agree that bombing Rangoon with Axiom is the best move, but we should discuss our posture in 
the other fronts in the theater given we're holding our last two cards of the turn. 
 
 
Tempo for Turn 6 - Alternate straw proposal 
 
I think my preference is to have King II in our FOQ for next hand. There have been way too many ugly/bland hand draws in my experience to trust the card fairy alone.  
 
That leaves the question of how best to employ Axiom?  
 
I believe we want to play it as our next card, followed by King II to FOQ to end our turn. Problem is, they then have last card in essentially a double move. We have the Rangoon proposal as a 
default, but is there a two play combo that they can pull on us anywhere else on the map?  
 
Looking at things we wanted to do elsewhere, the 11th AF pair in Dutch Harbor could be turned into reinforcements nearer to the action with 2 Army activations from CentPac HQ. Not sure what else 
we could do with the other 3 activations of the 2OC play - maybe move the 13th AF pair from Espiritu Santo up to Buna or Cape York/3226 and advance [XI corps] into Madang? So let's call that 
idea:  
 
Operation REMF 
Axiom as OC on CentPac HQ for 5 activations: 
1,2 - Dutch Harbor, 11th AF SR & LRB to Turn Track 
3 - Espiritu Santo, 13th AF SR to Gilli Gilli via Guadalcanal 
4 - Espiritu Santo, 13th AF LRB to Cape York via Guadalcanal & Buna 
5 - Lae, [US XI Corps] to Madang  
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No Battles  
 
PBM - 13th AF SR to Madang 
 
This one might be better as a last card, so consider it an option if we decide to play King II to FOQ first...  
 
 
COLMENARAS: As much as we want to plaster the Japanese army forces in Rangoon, we may want to consider if we're over-reaching. It may be wiser to put King into the FOQ now. A finish our 
turn placing putting 11AF and LRB on the turn track. 
 
 
De BRESTIAN: We shouldn't be afraid to follow up success while we have the initiative. Let's not let them off the hook easily.  
 
1 - Can we afford to leave our FOQ empty?  
 
It depends on the return.  
 
2 - Are we over-focused on Burma in light of successes?  
 
They still have considerable forces in the area. Although we don't really need to move forward in Burma, we are still not safe there.  
 
3 - Turn 6 Reinforcements / Replacements - Jpn get 3 Air Units and have 2 Air Replacements available. Is there a key vulnerability in their current AZOI net that we 
can exploit before new air units plug those gaps?  
 
I don't see any. But working up some attrition on their air units wouldn't be a bad idea, as you note below.  
 
4 - Attrition calculus. We are way ahead on Jpn GROUND step attrition, but not as well on AIR/NAVAL  
 
I say hit Rangoon with Culverin. If they don't react, we further neuter them. If they do, we get the attrition we want. 
 
HERMAN: As usual all well reasoned options. I think they will address the Rangoon situation with a redeploy or an attack. If we hit Rangoon we preempt, but their four steps versus our depleted 
force might be a danger, but with two cards they cannot get to Dacca.  
 
I believe we need an FoQ and if we do not play one now they might plan on a double move which are always dangerous.  
 
My proposal is King to FoQ with Culverin to either pull air out of Alaska or react to an offensive in the CBI or some other opportunity.  
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Allies Turn 5: 7th Play 
 
Allies: Play Strategy card as Future Offensive 
 
Japanese GHQ: 
 
KUUSI: The basic idea of double-pronged attack still as valid as ever - perhaps even more so as the Allied stack in Burma is now 
without air cover:  
 
Central Force as event with South HQ for 7 total activations: 
1 AD from Leyte to Madang, attacks Lae, battle A 
7 AD from Sarong to Madang, attacks Lae, battle A 
2 AD from Miri to Rangoon, attacks 2007, battle B 
[3 AD] from Palembang to Rangoon, attacks 2007, battle B 
Army and [Army] from Rangoon to 2007, battle B 
38th Army from 2108 to 2007, battle B 
 
STEIDL: I like this 
 
Possible tweak options for air:  
 
(1) Could send one air against Mandalay to prevent reinforcement of the main battle from Lashio, or... 
(2) Send only [3AD] for minimal cover in the CBI battle. This prevents potential loss of 3 steps if they 1x in A/N. Instead, send 
8AD against Lae. This last will be at long range, but allows killing the reduced PM Brigade on a 1x result, or...  
(3) Send only [3AD] for minimal cover in the CBI battle. Instead, reposition [25A] from Palembang to 2108 via AA.  
 
The original proposal really forces them to react in the CBI at the risk of major air losses for us. My tweaks give them a choice to 
react at Lae if they want. I'm not suggesting that my options are better - just putting them out there for learning discussion 
 
BURD: I dont think that the possible elimination of 2 Allied ground steps is worth the possibility of allowing the Allies to kill even 
more Japanese ground steps by reacting into the battle hex. Please attack Mandalay too.  
 
If the attack is successful we will have set them up to take Rangoon.  
 
1,2,3 (28th),(14th) and 35th Armies attack 2007. Battle A 
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4 38th Army attacks 2107. Battle B 
5 4th AD to Rangoon supports 2007. Battle A 
6 2nd AD to Rangoon attacks Mandalay. Battle C 
7 8th AD to Bangkok supports 2107. Battle B 
 
POPOFSKY: Yup, I wouldn't fork 
 
KUUSI: I see no point in attacking 2107. If our attack is successful, Allies can't muster more than 12 points in the attack on 
Rangoon (we choose where they retreat after attack). That's not enough to reliably take on even the 9-12 left behind, let alone 
the army we could get there with AA reaction. Ken's plan would increase our ground losses on the long term by weakening the 
attack on 2007. When we attack, we should go for the maximum factors to kill the maximum amount of Allied units.  
 
If we are worried of Allied reaction, we should rather take John's option (1), where [3AD] attacks Mandalay. That gives us the 
maximum ground attack while preventing Allied ground reaction into the battle. 
 
POPOFSKY: 
 
If we are worried of Allied reaction, we should rather take John's option (1), where [3AD] attacks Mandalay. 
T>  
 
Would do this.  
 
I think this game is proving ground steps are the key asset for both sides . . . 
 
STEIDL: A Mandalay pin makes sense based on the numbers. If they can react with 1Ind from Lashio, our avg ground loss goes 
up by a full step, while theirs only goes up by 0.2 steps.  
 
I'll play the fork plan with [3AD] pinning Mandalay. 
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Japanese Turn 5: 7th Play 
 
Dueling Banjos 
 
#59: 3 / Central Force: Conquest of Borneo 
Activation: South or South Seas HQs only. Logistic Value: 5  
OC: 5 EC: 7  
 
Message from Japanese: Activate South HQ and 7  
 
1 AD from Leyte to Madang, attacks Lae (Battle A) 
7 AD from Sarong to Madang, attacks Lae (A) 
2 AD from Miri to Rangoon, attacks 2007 (Battle B ) 
[3 AD] from Palembang to Rangoon, attacks Mandalay (Battle C) 
35A and [28A] from Rangoon to 2007 (B ) 
38A from 2108 to 2007 (B ) 
 
Confident Allied GHQ 
 
HERMAN: Feels like a Hail Mary... 
 
I am glad we still have a card to play. They are taking a shot at bombing our Lae ground concentration. Plus they are throwing 
their last reserves at us in the CBI... interesting move...  
 
I am going to roll for interception and then see.  
 
Intercept...How do we want to deal with this. If my map position is correct, we cannot react into the battle with ground, but we 
can send air into the mix in one of the two locations. So for my money its the CBI, we will just have to accept some Australian 
losses.  
 
We can only react with air/naval with 4 activations. I would send in the CV Indomitable, BB Warspite, SEAC Air, and 14th AF SR 
for 43 factors.  
 
The ground battle is J: 36, -1 drm versus A: 22, +1 drm...  
 
Thoughts?  
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LONG: If we send in the two Indian Corps [1 Indian] and 4 Indian, we would have 46 factors with a +1, which would wipe out 
the attacking force on a 5 or more, correct? If they roll poorly and we have enough guys left over, we could be looking at taking 
Rangoon next play with Culverin. 
 
THORNSEN: Japanese 5-7: Persistent, aren't they? Some village in hex 2007 is seeing a lot of bodies pile up.  
 
We can react into the battle with the Chinese [66th army]. I believe we should to bring our attack strength up to 26 factors. 
They have 45 attacking factors, so if they get the 1x result we will be left with a single ground step to retreat to Akyab.  
 
That leaves 3 activations for air/naval. I would suggest SEAC SR support 14AF LRB at battle C. Have BB Warspite and 14AF SR 
support battle in 2007. They cannot eliminate our air unless they get a critical hit so we should prevent their +2drm in the 
ground battle. We have a British naval step reinforcement at the start of next turn and have air step replacements in the bank. 
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Allied Reaction: 
 
Rumble in the Jungle 2... 
 
SEAC for 4 activations  
 
Hex 2107: [66th Army] to hex 2007, battle B  
 
Dacca: CV Indomitable no move, battle B  
 
Maldives: BB Warspite to hex 2007, battle B  
 
Jarhat: 14th AF SR to Akyab, battle B  
 
Battle A: A/N is J: 30 vs A: None  
 
J: 15 hits, flip Australian Corps  
 
Battle B: A/N is J: 20 vs A: 33 +1.  
 
J: 5 hits, no damage, Allies 33 hits, air unit eliminated  
 
Battle B: Ground is J: 45 -1 vs A: 26, +1  
 
J: .5x, 23 hits, Allied discretion, A: 2x, 52 hits, JP lose four ground steps...  
 
Battle C: A/N is J: 10 vs A 4 +1  
 
Both sides whiff...  
 

Allied Jubilant GHQ: 
 
 
HERMANL Birthday dice... 
 
I got my Birthday wish... glorious victory. We got the famous 0/9 result...  
 
They are done in the CBI.  
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TAMBURO: Too bad I was off the grid when they did this.  
 
They are in truly bad shape at the moment. They have lost what - 12 ground steps this turn? 
 
COLMENARES: Absolute. Freaking. Carnage.  
 
They also lost the irreplaceable 2AD. This may lead to holes somewhere in the DEI. I'm guessing we have to lose 1 tank brigade 
step and one other? The Japanese choose I guess? Absolute. Freaking. Carnage.  
 
They also lost the irreplaceable 2AD. This may lead to holes somewhere in the DEI. I'm guessing we have to lose 1 tank brigade 
step and one other? The Japanese choose I guess? 
 

 
 
 
Vinegar Joe is smiling and nodding in agreement.. 
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Japanese GHQ: Surrender 
 
 
BURD: I think its time to ask for terms. 
 
Japan concedes 
 
Happy to have another go with same teams/same sides to see if we can get a better test drive of the new CBI for you 
 
PBM: 14th AF SR to Dacca, BB Warspite to Dacca, CV Indomitable to Columbo 


